PREMIUM HIGH-EFFICIENCY OIL FILTER

Offering more than double the surface area of a conventional oil filter, the PPE Premium High-Efficiency Oil Filter is just what your engine oil needs to stay cleaner, longer.

Specially engineered, accordion-folded nylon and fiberglass media achieves superior filtration to catch and hold minute dirt and debris down to 5 microns. A typical OEM-quality oil filter removes about 72% of particles in 8 to 10 micron range.

With twice the surface area, twice the filtration and twice the filter life of conventional filters, the PPE Premium High-Efficiency Oil Filter is your number one choice for superior oil filter performance.

Features:
- Superior flow and filtration over standard filters
- 900 square inch surface area out-performs the stock filter’s 357 square inches
- For conventional or synthetic oil

PART NO. APPLICATION
114000550 GM 6.6L Duramax

OUR WEBSITE HAS A NEW LOOK!
Check out the redesign of our website and experience all that PPE has to offer PPEdiesel.com